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ABSTRACT  

Earlier than addressing the problem of criminal activity and justice in worldwide 

relations, it is important to first make a short evaluate of how the concept of 

worldwide justice is handled in one-of-a-kind theoretical traditions. The concept of 

justice, as evolved over a time period, has been a subject remember of intense debate 

among pupils and political thinkers. Ronald Dworkin claims that all tactics to justice 

are based totally on not unusual assumption, but have unique interpretations. He 

offers an summary egalitarian thesis i.e. "the pastimes of the contributors of the 

community be counted, and be counted equally." All modern-day theories of justice 

are searching for to cope with those two questions: "What people's hobbies are" and 

"what follows from supposing that those hobbies count number similarly."   

variations stand up, but, because of distinct answers to these questions. on the other 

hand, it has been referred to that contending theories of justice are based totally on 

values which might be intrinsically extraordinary; exceptional processes offer their 

own "ultimate political beliefs" like "equality in Marxism, liberty in libertarianism, 

utility in utilitarianism, contractual equity in liberal equality, common precise in 

communitarianism, and androgyny in feminism." however, the application of the 

concept of justice in worldwide relations has remained complicated, the number one 

reason being the dominance of realism as a faculty of concept in mainstream global 

family members (IR) scholarship. Realism advocates selfish pursuit of pastimes 

through states. Realism has ruled IR to such an volume that IR as a department of 

social technological know-how has been viewed as without values, ethics and 
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morality. despite the fact that, m. current times, in part due to rapid globalization, 

increasing democratization process and dominance of human rights time table, the 

idea of justice is an increasing number of acquiring prominence in the realm of IR. on 

this connection it may be pertinent to cite the views related to writers like Hedley 

Bull, Terry Nardin, Michael Walzer and Chris Brown who take into account justice 

because the primary subject of IR concept.  

KEYWORDS: Crimes, Justice etc  

INTRODUCTION  

In addition to study ancient trends associated with worldwide prosecution of crimes, 

one needs to analyse the improvement of that aspect of global criminal law which for 

its normative and important content has been dependent on international humanitarian 

law and international human rights law. each those branches of worldwide law 

include norms which limit and proscribe sure conduct.' worldwide humanitarian 

regulation (or laws of warfare) refers to both jus advert bellum and jus in bello. 

Former deals with justice of struggle or hotel to force and latter with justice in battle 

or means and techniques of using force. Jus in bello places restraints on fighters in the 

course of hostilities. It prohibits positive activities during the course of conflict. global 

criminal law mainly is worried with the ones rules at the same time as establish ' 

individual crook responsibility whilst there may be a transgression of humanitarian 

and human rights norms. To a incredible volume global criminal regulation has 

developed in the context of legal guidelines of struggle. trends in worldwide crook 

regulation and legal guidelines of conflict are intertwined to such an volume that 

global crook tribunals are extra typically referred to as warfare crimes tribunals. All 

criminal trials are judged according with positive set standards of legality and 

legitimacy. Such standards aren't static; they may be dynamic and they evolve over 

the years. inside the mild of these standards an evaluation is product of fair trials. In 

home context here are certain properly-hooked up principles of criminal law in terms 

of which legality and legitimacy of crook complaints are judged. First is the principle 

of crimen sine lege (i.e. no crime without regulation). It prohibits ex publish facto or 
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retrospective application of law. It calls for that no person can be punished for an act 

which while dedicated was now not a criminal offense beneath law. 2nd principle 

protects individuals against double jeopardy (non-his-in-idem). It states that nobody 

may be punished two times for the same crime. standards of legality additionally 

demand specificity in crook law. This requires constituent elements (cloth and 

intellectual elements) of criminal acts to be defined surely in prison codes. Procedural 

regulations guarantee due manner safety to the accused. for example, no one can be 

summarily finished. Accused cannot be pressured to confess guilt. in addition accused 

has the right to be assisted by using a prison recommend. An exam of how global law 

has tailored itself to contain those concepts of crook law is vital for an assessment of 

the legality and legitimacy of global crook trials. it is also essential to observe sure 

functions that distinguish international crook law from home crook regulation. 

international criminal law especially deals with crimes committed in pursuance of 

official acts of states, crimes committed pursuant to orders of superiors and the 

responsibility of navy commanders and political leaders for crimes devoted via their 

subordinates3. 

1.1 WORLDWIDE JUSTICE AND IR THEORY 

Realism holds that states are the sole actors in global politics; they may be 

continuously engaged in pursuit of self-hobby; and that they constantly try to 

maximize their strength. This thesis changed into stated by way of Hans Morgenthau 

inside the post-struggle international to counter arguments advanced by the so known 

as "Utopians" who saw possibility of realization of not unusual properly through 

worldwide establishments. Classical realists like Hans Morgenthau and EH Carr had 

one-of-a-kind notions of ethics. They argued approximately ''morality of state craft" 

and the obligation of a diplomat closer to his personal country. The concept of global 

justice stood just on the opposite side of a idea that stated that results in international 

politics are mere reflections of distribution of power. in step with classical realism, 

states stand in relation with each other in precisely the identical manner wherein 

 
3 Editorial, “Crime in India” 43(3) Economic and Political Weekly 6–7 (2008). 
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people stand with regards to every other in a Hobbesian country of nature. Justice 

simply has no region. The simplest hazard is that states may also, every now and then, 

show admire to norms, which is likely to benefit just a few without adversely 

affecting interests of others.6 States do cooperate whilst it's far of their interest, 

however the commitments they make cannot be relied upon. Realists hold that 

worldwide regulation and establishments reflect underlying electricity relationships. 

They do no longer have any importance in changing nation behaviour. Treaties defend 

pursuits of greater powerful. beginning with the Seventies, classical realism noticed a 

pointy decline as a principle of worldwide members of the family. It turned into 

inadequate to explain or account for much of the changes taking region in the world.  

awesome tactics- neorealism (also referred to as structural realism) and neoliberal 

institutionalism (also referred to as neoliberalism) emerged that have been considered 

offshoots of realism. Kenneth Waltz, the main determine of neorealism, defined a 

structures theory of global politics wherein states are dealt with as functionally 

comparable gadgets but having distinctive skills. He argues that anarchy characterizes 

the international politics and states are basically driven by means of their instinct to 

live to tell the tale. Self-help is the only way to be had to them. In a kingdom of 

anarchy, states are in particular sensitive to their relative strength. Their primary 

challenge is "now not to maximise electricity however to hold their position inside the 

device"4.  

1.2 JUSTICE AND GLOBAL POLITICAL THEORY 

Global political theorists like Hedley Bull, Stanley Hoffmann, Terry Nardin, Michael 

Walzer and Chris Brown location identical emphasis on justice except sovereignty in 

worldwide relations. They view worldwide politics in terms of a society of states as 

against realist conception of system of states. consistent with Chris Brown, worldwide 

political concept involves "mediation" of soyereignty, rights and justice. worldwide 

political concept additionally accords importance to international regulation, that's 

 
4 Mike Molan, Denis Lanser, et.al., Bloy and Parry’s Principles of Criminal Law 10 (Cavendish 

Publishing Limited, 4th edn., London, 2000). 
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regarded more as a social manner than a body of regulations. It attempts to reconcile 

divergent norms that look like contradictory in orthodox IR principle. This involves 

aligning sovereignty (non-intervention) based totally norms with the ones of human 

rights and democracy. but, the sorts of justice with which those theorists deal are 

"procedural and formal" rather than "social and distributive". in keeping with Hedely 

Bull, global society (society of states) exists in which states are privy to their common 

hobbies and values, and wherein a commonplace set of rules governs family members 

amongst them. being attentive to the Hobbesian (realist), Kantian (universalist) and 

Grotian (internationalist) traditions of concept on international politics, Hedley Bull 

concludes that worldwide society is anarchical inside the sense that it exists without a 

government. Contending towards arguments based on domestic analogy which claims 

that states, in contrast to people, are not able to orderly social existence within the 

absence of a government (commonplace energy to maintain them in awe), Bull holds 

that states are very one-of-a-kind from people in nature and they do shape an 

anarchical society without government that "displays capabilities of their state of 

affairs which might be precise"5.  

Hedley Bull perspectives global justice to be formal justice rather than significant 

justice. sizeable justice offers with popularity of unique political, social or financial 

rights at the same time as formal justice demands equality earlier than regulation i.e. 

prison policies to be applied in a truthful way to all and sundry. further, he writes, 

global justice is more commutative or reciprocal than distributive. Commutative 

justice includes mutual popularity of rights and duties through bargaining. 

Distributive justice, however, includes choice of the society as an entire to enhance 

the commonplace right. Bull has placed special emphasis at the compatibility of order 

and justice in worldwide politics. Bull clarifies that any type of justice may be found 

out most effective while there's a few sort of order. Order entails lifestyles of a sample 

of social interest where primary or number one goals of social lifestyles can be 

executed and wherein there may be opportunity of realizing other advanced dreams. 

 
5 Michael Allen, Criminal Law 2 (Oxford University Press, New York, 8th edn., 2005). 
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To him, needs for cosmopolitan justice are needs for the transformation of the gadget 

of states. this sort of step could be progressive, which might similarly require a battle 

with the very shape through which worldwide order is presently maintained. Bull's 

concept of global justice encompasses procedural rules or "policies of the game" 

which confer rights and obligations upon states inside the structure of worldwide 

coexistence. those norms and rules also are enshrined, to some extent, in international 

law.   

1.3 THEORIES OF JUSTICE AND GLOBAL POLITICS 

In current years many justice theorists, who had been as soon as considered to be 

involved solely with domestic affairs, have shown hobby in elements of global justice. 

it's far essential to note that the justice theorists propose universalism or 

cosmopolitanism, whereas global political theorists have particularist and 

communitarian approach. that is also the area wherein Kant dominates.  

Laberge offers an interpretation of Kant's Perpetual Peace. In his view, Kantian best 

concept requires people to live in a world republic. Kant's specific vital states, "so act 

externally that the loose use of your preference can coexist with the freedom of every 

person in accordance with a universallaw." vital problem lies within the "coexistence 

of loose retailers" in kingdom of nature which for Kant, like Hobbes, is a country of 

warfare. Kant's concept of justice requires that equal predicament have to be imposed 

on anybody's freedom to clear up the crisis of coexistence in a commonplace global. 

This problem is strengthened by any other hassle of "an externally mine and thine." 

seeing that Kant's principle of justice calls for a decide as opposed to warfare to solve 

the troubles arising out of coexistence, it asks for a republican charter in which 

judicial selections might be enforced. just legal guidelines restriction everyone's 

freedom to at ease absolutely everyone's freedom, thereby making it feasible without 

cost marketers to coexist in accordance with everyday laws. Kant reaches this 

conclusion on the idea of a great principle. To what volume this best concept can be 

implemented to worldwide family members (which, it seems, could name for a world 

republic). Kantian conceptions of worldwide justice face the identical crisis of 
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coexistence of every body's freedom in a country of conflict. the largest hassle 

consequences from the presence of non-republican states. Laberge says, Kant 

addresses the problem on the idea of a non-ideal concept6.  

1.4 STRUGGLE THEORIES 

Struggle theories adopt a completely exclusive technique from different theoretical 

views on crime and deviance. They place emphasis on dating among deviance and 

politics and on inequalities and conflicting pursuits of different training. students like 

Taylor, Walton and younger have advanced warfare theories drawing notion from 

Marxist concept. of their view, deviance is deliberately created in society. They 

highlight the role of politics in defining deviance. it's far held that folks that 

undertaking the prevailing social order are in all likelihood to be seen as deviants. In 

truth, deviance is a political act in response to the inequalities of the capitalist society. 

Deviance may be understood in phrases of electricity structure of society and tries of 

the ruling elegance to keep inequalities within it. similarly, Stuart corridor argues that 

the state in addition to the media makes use of deviance as a tool to divert public 

interest from structural issues like unemployment and decrease wages. The battle 

theories have led other criminologists to take a critical view of the formulation and 

application of laws in society. They examine how laws are used as tools to oppress 

susceptible and to maintain order in society. For them, laws aren't impartial which are 

carried out equally to anybody. within the same manner, these students analyse 

criminal justice device, which, of their view, reflects the equal power shape. The 

methods wherein legal guidelines are enforced are similarly vital to apprehend. The 

ruling class also breaks laws, however members of this class are seldom delivered to 

justice. alternatively, regulation enforcement organizations continue to be reluctant to 

act towards effective. The object in their attention is members of lower elegance. as a 

result, regular and much less-serious crimes occupy public attention as opposed to 

grave and plenty extra/serious white-collar crimes devoted by using the prosperous. 

 
6 Government of India, Justice Verma Committee Report on Amendment to Criminal Law, 2013. 
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This explains why efforts of crime manage are directed against drug abusers, 

prostitutes and petty thieves. 

1.5 MANAGE THEORIES 

Control theories vary significantly from other theoretical views. manipulate theorists 

strain on hyperlinks among loss of social manage and criminal pastime. They argue 

that it's miles deterrence that stops individuals from committing crime. manipulate 

principle locations little importance on motivations of individuals. alternatively, it's 

miles held that people act rationally and possibilities tempt humans towards illegal 

activity. All are similarly in all likelihood to commit crime provided they get 

possibility. control theorists preserve that cutting-edge societies marked by increase of 

consumerism and boom in wealth offer sufficient possibilities for crimes. present day 

societies offer an expansion of "appropriate targets". Travis Hirschi, the most well-

known manipulate theorist, posits that people do cost benefit evaluation before 

starting up any crook act with the intention to calculate the rewards and risks worried 

in it. Hirschi argues that there are 4 sorts of bonds between individuals and society, 

which generate law-abiding behaviour. these bonds are attachment, commitment, 

involvement and belief. robust bonds with society promote , ' social manipulate and 

conformity. Conversely, vulnerable bonds reason deviance and crime. in line with 

Hirschi, inadequate socialization effects in low level of amongst delinquents. official 

guidelines also recall prescriptions of manage concept. current crime control policies 

give attention to reducing opportunities for criminals thru powerful surveillance. here 

the focal point is on stopping situations having ability of being exploited through 

criminals7 

Closely associated with the control concept is the idea of broken home windows 

recommended by way of Wilson and Kelling. This concept truly establishes a link 

between initial signs and symptoms of deviance (ailment) and real crime. It argues 

that if a single broken window in a neighbourhood is not repaired on time, it sends a 

 
7 The National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB). 
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message to ability criminals that enforcement mechanism is vulnerable and the 

community lacks dedication to check disease. The unmarried broken window 

activates similarly ailment. soon the technique of decay begins wherein law-abiding 

citizens start leaving behind the place and in their location come greater deviants and 

criminals. theory of damaged windows endorse tolerance policing in which even petty 

offences like vandalism, loitering and public drunkenness ought to be dealt with 

harshly. maintenance of order is seen as maximum vital in preventing occurrence of 

serous crimes. Strict handling of low-stage offenders like beggars, homeless, and drug 

addicts through police acquires significance in this method. however, zero tolerance 

policing has come under excessive criticism. it is held that it empowers the police to 

outline "social ailment" of their personal manner. Police might also expect any hobby 

as a sign of disease. As a end result, a decline in crime fees is followed by using a 

upward push of incidents of police abuses. nonetheless, goal hardening measures and 

tolerance policing have attracted interest of many policy makers. those policies are 

also said to have finished a few achievement. however these measures do not consider 

the underlying causes of crime. As such these policies are designed to protect handiest 

sure segments of society.8 

1.6 TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE 

consistent with Barnett Rubin, transitional justice includes unique "measures by using 

which a society debts for beyond abuses because it moves from a condition of 

dictatorship or battle, in which the perpetrators of violence revel in impunity, to 

certainly one of civil peace, wherein the nation seeks to provide justice and protection 

to its citizens." Transitional justice is likewise "tremendous" in the sense that neither 

laws of war nor ordinary legal guidelines of peacetime are applicable. it is relevant 

most effective for a certain section - a specific duration in records. folks who favour 

non-judicial duty mechanisms awareness at the on the spot and emerging 

requirements of the ethnically and politically divided societies. in keeping with this 

technique, over-emphasis on prosecutions might extend conflicts causing greater 

 
8 Parliament of India, “167th Report on the Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill, 2012” (March, 2013). 
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bloodshed and human struggling. right here the point of interest is at the unique 

desires of emerging democracies and the pastimes of common people, mainly of 

sufferers and survivors. The reality and reconciliation commissions are considered as 

a "center path among an uncompromising insistence on prosecution on the only hand, 

and a defeatist popularity of amnesty and impunity on the opposite." The fact 

commissions are meant to perform a variety of features: to establish the reality 

regarding the atrocities devoted and to report the occasions in a authentic way in order 

to cast off all the earlier misconceptions; to pardon individuals who made a complete 

and sincere confessions in their guilt; and to offer for the comfort and rehabilitation of 

sufferers. Many states like Chile, Argentina and South Africa have experimented with 

reality and reconciliation Commissions. In South Africa it ended a long time of 

apartheid and paved manner for democracy. one of the most crucial elements of 

recording accurate history is that it recognizes the wrongfulness of acts and narrows 

down the moral space that instigated the abuses in the first place9.  

CONCLUSION 

The global crook courtroom (ICC) has been symbolized as a pass towards post 

Westphalian world. nation sovereignty and non-intervention has been the function 

features of the Westphalian gadget. below the Westphalian device handiest states are 

participants of global society and subjects of worldwide law. worldwide regulation 

governs family members amongst states. people don't have any legal status before 

global law. From the perspective worldwide political theory, the ICC signifies the 

developing importance of individuals in international law.' The Rome Statute offers a 

demonstration as to what quantity an person can be subject of international law. The 

Rome Statute unequivocally clarifies that certain fundamental human rights of all 

people are protected under international regulation and those those who violate others' 

fundamental human rights undergo worldwide criminal duty. in this way individuals 

each as victims and offenders are topics of international regulation. notwithstanding 

 
9 Government of India, “Report of the Committee on Amendment to Criminal Law”, (Jan., 2013). 

(Justice Verma Committee Report) 
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all the requirements of ratification of the Rome Statute through states, referral of 

situations by using states and regulations of admissibility of instances, iri the end the 

ICC could have jurisdiction over herbal men and women. unlike the global court of 

Justice (ICJ) which exercises jurisdiction in instances of inter-state disputes, the ICC 

could be handling the sports of the people of their man or woman capacities. hence, 

the Rome Statute indicates a trade at the normative level. despite the fact that 

sovereignty primarily based norms are still too valuable, the human rights norms are 

an increasing number of gaining energy and are changing the which means of 

sovereignty. inside the Rome Statute an strive has been made to reconcile the two.  
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